“The Brand Girls helped my daughter sharpen her job focus to match her passions, frame her
resume for maximum impact, elevate her interview skills and connect her with some terrific
opportunities at Conde Nast and Escada. They are awesome!” -KOURTNEY’S MOM

We live in a day and age where . . . Men overestimate their abilities and women underestimate theirs.
Women are 4x less likely to ask for a raise compared to male colleague and when they ask, it is for 3x as
less. We live in a society where women lack a crucial trait to success….. professional confidence. At The

Brand Girls,

it is our mission to shift the way your daughter thinks about herself and her professional

potential. It will be an inspired experience which will allow her to become a catalyst of change in her own
life. We will work with her to uncover her personal brand (her unique promise of value authentic to her.)
This will instill a courage in her to bring her dreams, aspirations, and voice to the forefront. Upon working
with us, she will have access to our exclusive Brand

Girls professional sisterhood. Before your eyes, you

experience a stronger and more confident version of your daughter.

Click HERE to learn more about our professional sisterhood

www.thebrandgirls.com

events@thebrandgirls.com

@thebrandgirls

Time + Time again our girls leave our program with a newfound sense of self + self confidence...landing
top-tier positions that thousands of apply for and few are considered. They are able to achieve these
honorable positions as we personally work with each client session by session….

SESSION ONE

DEFINING YOUR BRAND

Identifying her unique “special factor” (her differenciation element and the reasoning
employers hire her rather than another candidate.) In many cases, she has a special factor that
she is unaware of. We uncover it with the help of her family and friends, guided discussions and
activities. This is where her confidence building begins!

SESSION TWO

RESUME WORKSHOP

Developing a stand-out resume and LinkedIn that encompasses her new found personal brand
- the average employer spends 6 seconds looking at a resume. We help hers stand out, impress
and get her into the interview round.

SESSION THREE

KEYPOINTS IN PITCHING

Creating and mastering an articulate pitch that she uses during interviews. This session is the
most fun for us - it “clicks” with her that she has a lot to offer and deserves the job of her dreams.

SESSION FOUR

CONVERSATION FLOW

Teaching her how to effectively network and training her how to seek out premier mentors. As a
member of The Brand Girls professional sisterhood, your daughter will have access to our
network of girls to connect, exchange contacts and receive support.
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Long after the workshop is over, our Brand Girls continue to be supported within our private
professional sisterhood through every outlet, including our Facebook group. We have employers
coming directly to us because they know the top - tier girls that come from our group.

“

The Brand Girls changed my life - I am now extremely confident in professional
situations. I have found my brand! -HANNAH

The Brand Girls helped me find myself, understand myself and grow
confidence within myself. -KAILEE
The Brand Girls ignited a fire within and helped me build professional confidence. I
realized my dreams are a lot more tangible than I previously believed. -SARAH

”

The Brand Girls helped me find what makes me unique and showed me how to
articulate it. I now know who I truly am and what makes me, me! -MEGHAN
Click HERE for more testimonial stories
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We have anticipated some of your most frequently asked questions
and are here to share!

THE BRAND GIRLS IS THE PERFECT FIT FOR ME BUT I NEED SOME HELP EXPLAINING
THE WORKSHOP AND COMMUNITY TO MY PARENTS. WHAT SHOULD I SAY?

We suggest that you grab a cup of tea and sit down with your parents. During the conversation
we suggest that you share THIS informative and interactive workshop breakdown which explains
our program in extreme detail.

WHO IS THIS PROGRAM RIGHT FOR?

Any college female who is eager to take control of her own future. This program is right for anyone
who wants to build professional confidence and understand themselves at a deeper level. We
work with clients to help them realize their dreams are more tangible than they appear, all with an
empowering community of support. Our clients build immense amount of professional
confidence which in turn launches them into a career of both success and significance.

IS A FRESHMAN + SOPHOMORE TOO YOUNG TO JOIN?

Absolutely not! Early on in your college career is such a critical time to start building professional
confidence and figuring out your specific focus associated with your major. We find
freshmen/sophomores are the most successful in our program as time is on their side and they
have access to our professional sisterhood at a very early age.

WHAT IS YOUR SUCCESS RATE?

We work with girls freshmen year to senior year. We look at our success rate as the goal we set
together with the girl and if she is able to achieve it. For example, our freshmen may have a goal
to conduct 7 informational interviews with industry professionals and so on... Girls get out of our
program what they put into our program - meaning, we will give you the tools + resources but it is
up to you to implement the strategies. Please note that all seniors which have worked with us are
all in full-time positions (Tesla, GE, Discovery Channel, Glamour Magazine etc...)

CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT THE BRAND GIRLS, PROFESSIONAL SISTERHOOD?

Absolutely! We know that women thrive in spaces where they can be supported + uplifted. Our
professional sisterhood shares countless VIP opportunities with our clients including but not limited
to: access to top tier contacts, exposure to hidden job opportunities, roommate pairings, BG pop
up events, BG Tea Chats with industry experts at: Instyle, Google, The NBA etc. Click HERE to learn
more about our sisterhood.
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$647 SOUNDS LIKE A LARGE INVESTMENT - WHY DOES MY DAUGHTER NEED THE

BRAND GIRLS?

Think of The Brand Girls Workshop as the SAT prep your daughter did in high school to attend the
school of her choice. Unlike the SATs, our workshop is focused on building personal brands and
professional confidence, both of which play a crucial role in her ability to succeed. As a whole,
we as women underestimate our abilities and potential. Our workshop instills a courage in her to
bring her dreams, aspirations, and voice to the forefront. Top-tier opportunities come from
networking, strategic branding, and a flawless interview. We have the tools, resources, case
studies and community of sisterhood to get her to where she wants to be.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE BRAND GIRLS AND A CAREER COUNSELOR?

We are so glad you asked! For starters, it is our mission to coach your daughter to change the way
she thinks about herself and her professional potential. We are in the space of building a strong
sense of professional confidence. We teach her how to truly understand herself while providing
her the tools to pursue her professional dreams. We also have a strong Brand Girls community
which offers our girls a sisterhood of support including, but not limited to: top tier networking
contacts, mentors, potential roommates, etc.

OUTSIDE OF THE
DAUGHTER HAVE?

WORKSHOP

WHAT

TYPE

OF

“HOMEWORK”

WILL

MY

A Brand Girl will typically book her four, 45- minute sessions on a bi-weekly basis. In-between
sessions there is a curated list of activities she is asked to complete before her next session. Per
session, there are three hours of outside work - totaling a 15- hour workshop. Her “homework” is
engaging and will help her further understand herself. Topics will include: practicing her pitch in
the mirror, coming up with a list of her career non-negotiables, developing her own logo, etc.

IS THIS WORKSHOP
ARE OFFERING?

REALLY

GOING TO

DELIVER

ON

EVERYTHING THEY

Let’s put it this way; we have never had a dissatisfied client. Our program is life-changing and
transformative. We receive calls on a regular basis from parents thanking us for building a new
found sense of confidence within their daughter, and we get calls where our clients have nailed
their dream job. Check out some of our testimonials HERE.

WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION?

Follow @thebrandgirls on Instagram, check out our Pinterest and head over to our Youtube
channel for tips on becoming your most confident and professional self.
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